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• Why CERTCZ
  ✓ www.certcz.org,
  ✓ English version is published soon there,
  ✓ www pages will be enlarged into standard form.

• Why RELSIE spol. s r. o. (Ltd.)
  see: MEMORANDUM, preamble, point B and next slides
A bit of history – Act No 365/2000
Information System of Public Administration (ISVS)

Ministry of Informatics, CZ (ÚSIS, ÚVIS)

ISVS 2

ISVS 1 Office No 1 Interface

Attesting body (eg. Relsie) methodology

ISVS 3 Office No 2 Interface

Communication is guaranteed
Company RELSIE was founded in 1992. Its target was the assessment of information systems, authorized to attest ISVS – see Act No. 365, the greatest portion of such attestments, process of attestation controlled by the methodology developed by the company and approved by the Ministry of Informatics ČR, act No 365/2000 amendment in 2006 - the Laboratory for Attesting and Validation SW Products as a part of RELSIE is accredited (Czech Accreditation Institute, ISO standard), in 2006 company RELSIE joins the ÖQS group (Quality of Austria) – ISMS certification - see standard ISO/IEC 27001:2005 Information technology – Security techniques – Information security management system - Requirements. ISO 27000 family – This is an incomplete list of activities
PROJECT

Central space of services – CSS (CMS), N offices (N > 100)
Only:
• government,
• central offices, ministry,
• public administration offices

Interface – type 1 – responsibility of CERTCZ
1 IP address – (govnet.cz?)
• at present not known,
• published by CERTCZ as early as be known

Interface – type 2
controlled by Supervisory Body of CERTCZ
Cosequences

• Interface – type 1
  Full responsibility of CERTCZ
  (see Memorandum, Chapter I,
  Art. 1 errata: National CERT, CERT for CSS -
  government and public administration,

• Interface – type 2
  Supervisory Body (see Memorandum, Chapter
  III in the context of the note above,
  Art. 3 errata in English version: one quarter, ¾,
  see the original Czech text.
Open problems – see notes above

• Ministry of Informatics is going to be cancelled by the resolution of the Parliament of the Czech Republic
• Its competences are going to be handed over to 3 Ministries
• E-government tasks subject to the Home Office in the near future
Questions?